EMTH171/MATH170 and EMTH/MATH271
Lab Tutor Job Details

Requirements:
• good grades in math and Matlab courses
• an outgoing personality
• an ability to explain concepts
• an interest in helping others to learn

Pay rate: $16- $19 per hour depending on qualifications and experience.

Labs are 3 (consecutive) contact hours every week for MATH170/EMTH171 and 2 (consecutive) contact hours every week for MATH/EMTH271.

These are paid at two hours per contact hour to cover additional time for lab preparation and a weekly tutor meeting.

It is possible in certain circumstances for tutors to take two labs per week.

Successful applicants MUST be able to:
• attend a training morning on Friday 6th July
• attend a weekly tutors’ meeting
  ✓ at 8am on Wednesdays for MATH/EMTH171 and
  ✓ at 8am on Tuesdays for MATH/EMTH271

Tutors are required to:
• prepare labs thoroughly
• mark weekly lab work (during the lab)
• For MATH170/EMTH171 only: supervise a class test (during the normal lab time)

There may also be some case study marking available (for additional pay).

If you would like to be considered for work on this course:
• print off a copy of the following application form
• complete all sections and attach a copy of your transcript (note that for the transcript a print-out from UC Student Web is sufficient, you do not need a formal document)
• return the completed form to maths reception (Erskine 436) for Phillipa Williams by Friday 2nd March
EMTH171/MATH170 and EMTH/MATH271
Lab Tutor Application Form

Name……………………………………………… Student ID…………………………

Contact email address ………………………………………………………………………

I would prefer to tutor on  EMTH171/MATH170 ☐
                        EMTH271/MATH271 ☐
                        EITHER COURSE ☐

All successful applicants must meet the following requirements. Please check these carefully and tick the boxes before signing this form:

I AM available for a WEEKLY tutors’ meeting on Tues/Wed at 8am. ☐

I AM available for the training session on Friday 6th July (morning). ☐

I have attached a copy of my transcript to this application. ☐

Please explain below why you would be a good lab tutor:

Signed…………………………………………..  Date……………………..